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International English FOX competition
KITTENS
Primary school, grades 3 & 4. The duration of the competition is 75 minutes.
The answers must reflect the competitors own work and during the competition, no help is allowed.

Good Luck!
3 point questions

1.

Make a sentence from these words:

1

2

GIRL
4

A) 3, 1, 4, 5, 2
2.

C) 3, 4, 1, 5, 2

D) 5, 2, 3, 4, 1

B) hen

C) lizard

D) whale

B) please

C) thank you

D) really

C) bathroom

D) hall

LOUNGE is another name for a:
A) living room

5.

B) 5, 2, 4, 3, 1

SHE

‘Mum, can I have the coke, ..... ?’
A) ok

4.

5

NICE

A

I live in the ocean. I am a ….. .
A) penguin

3.

3

IS

B) kitchen

In The Wishing Fish, Omar starts helping his father when he is:
A) nine

B) ten

C) eleven

D) twelve

4 point questions

6.

‘s = is in ….. sentences.
He’s my friend.
It’s 5 o’clock.
His brother’s tall.
She’s got five cats.
My mother’s name’s Fiona.
Michael’s got a new camera.
A) 2

B) 3

C) 4
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D) 5

7.

The parent of your parent is your ….. .
A) great-grandparent
B) mother or father
C) grandparent

MENU

D) old parent
8.

STARTER
tomato soap
side salad

In the MENU there are ….. spelling mistakes.

MAIN COURSE
fish and ships
chicken pie, potatoes and
carots
and peas

A) 9
B) 8
C) 7
D) 6
9.

DESERT
chocolate ice-creem
frut cake

A radiator:
A) freezes things

DRINGS
cofee
orange juise

B) keeps the food cool
C) keeps the room warm
D) cooks the food quickly
10.

The story of The Wishing Fish goes like that:

A)
Omar is very lazy and does not want to work.
Omar goes to the market.
Omar tells the wishing fish his wish.
It gets hotter and hotter.
The river is dry.
Omar cries.
Omar is a good shepherd.
The sheep are sick.
Omar is very sad and very worried.
Omar learns a lesson.

C)
Omar is very lazy and does not want to work.
Omar tells the wishing fish his wish.
Omar goes to the market.
It gets hotter and hotter.
Omar cries.
Omar learns a lesson.
The sheep are sick.
Omar is very sad and very worried.
The river is dry.
Omar is a good shepherd.

B)
Omar is very lazy and does not want to work.
Omar goes to the market.
Omar tells the wishing fish his wish.
It gets hotter and hotter.
The sheep are sick.
Omar is very sad and very worried.
The river is dry.
Omar cries.
Omar learns a lesson.
Omar is a good shepherd.

D)
Omar is very lazy and does not want to work.
It gets hotter and hotter.
Omar tells the wishing fish his wish.
Omar goes to the market.
The river is dry.
The sheep are sick.
Omar is very sad and very worried.
Omar is a good shepherd.
Omar learns a lesson.
Omar cries.
5 point questions

11.

He’s a friend of:
A) them

B) theirs

C) their
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D) they

12.

The correct description is:

A) 1-waist, 2-elbow, 3-arm, 4-leg, 5-foot, 6-head, 7-neck, 8-wrist, 9-knee
B) 1-wrist, 2-knee, 3-arm, 4-leg, 5-toes, 6-head, 7-neck, 8-waist, 9-elbow
C) 1-wrist, 2-elbow, 3-arm, 4-leg, 5-toes, 6-hair, 7-neck, 8-waist, 9-knee
D) 1-elbow, 2-wrist, 3-arm, 4-leg, 5-fingers, 6-hair, 7-shoulders, 8-waist, 9-knee
13.

14.

15.

We’re the princesses of pop and we’re here to say,
We wouldn’t want things any other ….. .
Music and dance is what we live for.
Do you like it so far?
Do you want to hear loads ….. .
If you’re tuning in, we want to hear your applause,
Just press play, there is no time to press ….. .
It’s been our dream to sing together,
We know we’ll be friends forever and ….. .
A) play, more, because, ever

C) way, more, pause, ever

B) way, for, pause, clever

D) play, for, because, clever

A SETTEE is:
A) an old bed

C) a modern armchair

B) a comfy 2 seater chair

D) an antique kitchen chair

In The Wishing Fish, Omar says to the man selling fishing rods:
‘Mother gave me money to buy fruit and vegetables. ….. . Here give me a fishing rod.’
A) No, thank you.

C) Yes, please.

B) Oh, never mind.

D) I can’t.
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